ICARE MATTRESSES

VISCO ELASTIC MATTRESSES: These mattresses is heat and pressure sensitive which means that as it gets warmer it becomes softer. So when there is a pressure point developing which usually gets hot and enflamed, this area of the mattress will become softer which allows the blood to flow freely again.

Suitable for all Icare beds

KEY FEATURES:

- Visco Elastic Memory Foam
- 200kg Weight Limit
- 2 Way Stretch Zip off Washable Cover
- 10 Year Warranty

MATTRESS FEELS:

- IC15 Firm
- IC20 Medium
- IC25 Soft

M2 MEDICAL MATTRESS: The M2 mattress features firm edge support and high density foams. This is a high risk mattress, and suitable for the use on all Icare beds.

KEY FEATURES:

- 15cm Mattress Depth
- 200kg Weight Limit
- Fully Waterproof Cover
- 5 Year Warranty
**Latex Mattress:** The Latex mattresses are a low risk pressure mattress but provide a unique bounce back support which makes it easy for transfers. Suitable on any base platform.

**Key Features:**
- 18cm Mattress Depth
- 200kg Weight Limit
- Natural Latex
- Quilted Ultra
- 5 Year Warranty

**Mattress Overlays:** The range of Icare Pressure care overlays are designed to provide added pressure relief and comfort on an existing mattress. These overlays are heat and pressure sensitive causing them to soften around pressure points and inflamed areas. These overlays come in all the mattress sizes up to queen.

**Key Features:**
- 5cm Overlay Thickness
- Visco Elastic Memory Foam
- Suitable for any Mattress Type
- 2 Way Stretch zip off washable cover
- 10 Year Warranty